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Bug Fixes
ID :
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ID :
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751

Fixed in version :

3.8.5

Limit date range 1970 to 2032
Once you get to 1900, the dates jump to 1970. Same thing happens when scrolling forward to
2/14/2011. In that case, once you get to 2030, the dates jump back to 1970.
This was because OGantt used the standard-c time functions which are limited to dates in the range of
1970 to 2032.
We have replaced the standard-c functions with our own time library which can accept dates in the
range of C.E. 0 to 4032.
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Fixed in version :

3.8.5

Problem with Gantt when using Hours as minor scale
There is a bug in the Gantt when using major scale Day and minor scale Hours. To see this you have to
scroll to the 29th March of any year. Now you should see that the Hours header shows 1 on every
"column". When scrolling right using the scroll arrows you will get stuck there. When you grab the
scroll block of the scrollbar you can see that if the 1st hour of the 1st April shows up
the hours change back to normal.
I also got a crash, when creating/loading a Phase in that period.

Comments :

This was because OGantt used the standard-c time functions which can cause problems during change
over of summer time and standard time.
We have replaced the standard-c functions with our own time library which does not consider british
summer time and therefore does not cause the complications of loosing or gaining an hour.
We are not certain that this will solve the crash as we were unable to reproduce it. The crash you are
experiencing may be a separate issue. Please test with new version which will be send to you and let
us know the result.
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